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Is different odd or just unique? – Submitted by Grace A in Y4
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There was a slight blurring between the end of last week and the
beginning of this but the hall was certainly buzzing on Saturday
evening with the Friends of St Hilary’s (FOSH) annual Quiz Night.
Many thanks go to Mrs Bunzl-Watts, Mrs Hibbert and our Year 1
parents for organising this event and for Mrs Marshall and Thomas
Franks for providing the delicious curry. Sadly, my revision and
cramming was fruitless and congratulations go the winning team who
impressed us with their knowledge. Well done, to the ‘Bridesmaids’
team, so called because they had previously come second for the last
2 years… ‘always the bridesmaid, never the bride’.
I would like to take this opportunity to inform you that Mrs
Gardiner, (Rosy Y2) has assumed the responsibility of Chair of
FOSH. My thanks go to Mrs Southon and Mrs Brookbank who have
stepped down as Chair and Treasurer respectively. We have seen
many new events under their reign including the much loved circus
and additionally they have liaised closely with the school in
fundraising for our Lego Innovation Studio, Hive. We are very
grateful to both of them for all their hard work and the time they
have given to ensure FOSH runs smoothly.

This week has been Children’s Mental Health Week, with the theme
‘Find Your Brave’. As you will be aware, the pastoral care, headed up
by Mrs Mitchell, is very strong at St Hilary’s and we actively
promote a culture in which the boys and girls can talk about their
concerns and worries. Many activities have taken place throughout
the course of the week, in Philosophy and PSHCE lessons in which
pupils have worked in small groups to discuss confidence, worries and
being brave.
Safer Internet Day falls on Tuesday next week and we have already
had a focus on this in school. As Mrs Mitchell explains in her Notes,
the week began with a super assembly led by our Digital Leaders and
Photography Prefects, Lily and Ophelia, Y6. Further activities will
take place next week but please do spend talking to your children
about online safety. It such an important issue nowadays and
changing on a daily basis as outlined in Mrs Mitchell’s letter you will
have received today.
The ‘Big Red Staircase’ has been as busy as usual and our youngest
visitor this was Rose, in Kindergarten. I was thrilled with my buzzy
bee you made for me Rose and also the fabulous picture which now
has pride and place on my Study wall. Very special indeed! Buster, in
Reception enjoyed sharing his ocean picture completed with Mummy
at home. Confidently and articulately, he described the picture in
great detail. Well done, Buster. This week I have also seen a
number of larger groups of pupils with instruments made in Science,
to problem solving in Maths and wonderful creative writing.
However, the one common theme underpinning all the visits this week
has been the pupils’ intrinsic desire to want to do well and the
obvious pride that success brings to them.
So another busy, buzzy week draws to a close. There have been
many successes in school – too many to mention but I hope the
photos below will give you a small glimpse of what has been going on.
Well done to our teams that took part in The Quiz Club National Key
Stage 2 General Knowledge Quiz at Manor House School, to the
Sports Department who have had another fantastic week and to the
Art Department – please see Mrs Davidge’s Notes. Very exciting
news.
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I hope that you have a lovely weekend. I cannot help but feel that
Spring is on the way, and the days are steadily getting lighter for
longer. Hopefully, the weather will not be as windy as the forecast
suggests. I look forward to seeing many of you at the gate on
Monday morning ready for the final week of this half term.
Mrs Jane Whittingham
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This morning the following Headmistress’ Award and Commendations were presented during
Assembly:
Headmistress’ Awards
Lexi (Y1) – For showing great creativity in making a waterfall at home
Commendations
Winnie (Y6) – for Excellent data handling in Mathematics
Isabella (Y3) – for helping Lexi make her waterfall even better
Alexandrina (Y6) – for excellent data handling in Mathematics
Evie (Y6) – for excellent data handling in Mathematics
Maria (Y6) – for excellent data handling in Mathematics
Grace (Y6) – for excellent data handling in Mathematics
Buster (YR) – for a fantastic piece of artwork about life in the ocean
Kheevi-Loi (YR) – for excellent independent writing
Rose (K) (Kg) -for making a fantastic buzzy bee and a drawing for Mrs Whittingham
Millie (Y4) – for creative problem solving in Mathematics
Isabelle (Y4) – for creative problem solving in Mathematics
Vera (Y4) – for a wonderful presentation about her instrument
True Friend Band: Hermione (R)
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NOTES FROM MRS CLARKE & MRS MITCHELL – DEPUTY HEADS
Thank you to our Digital leader and Photography Prefects Lily L
and Ophelia who presented a Prep school assembly all about online
safety. The girls shared their knowledge and expertise whilst
speaking with clarity and confidence. Well done!
Year 6 attended Sutton
Life Skills’ Centre on
Tuesday. The Life Skills’ Zone is Europe’s first super
classroom. Part movie set, part learning experience; the
Life Skills’ Tours taught the Year 6’s about citizenship,
personal safety and the environment using the latest
cinematic technology. Giant projection screens, powerful
surround sound, evocative lighting and interactive elements
combined to create an immersive learning environment. The tour
featured three film set-style
scenarios including ‘The Street’,
‘Home’ and ‘Transport Experience’.
Subjects covered include smoking,
bullying and stereotyping, diet and
nutrition, gangs and knives, energy
use, transport safety, anti-social
behaviour, climate change and fire
safety.
Year 2 showed off their wonderful knowledge all about the ‘Great
Fire of London.’ The children spoke and sang with confidence in
front of the whole school. A super performance Year 2!

Mrs Mitchell
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PRE-PREP NOTES FROM MRS HILLERY

The boys and girls in Year 1 have had
another busy and exciting week. In
English, they have learnt about
writing instructions for a game
called Tank Drivers, which they then
really enjoyed playing outside. The
children
understood
that
instructions need to be written so
they are easy to follow and the boys
and girls all loved making up, and
testing, their own versions of Tank
Drivers. In History, Year 1 have
been treated to talks from other
members of staff, who have shared their
childhood
toys.
Mrs
Tomson
showed
the
children the
Shuffle Farm
and
animals
she was given for her first birthday present
and which is still played with by her own little girl today. The boys
and girls were also fascinated by a china doll which belongs to Miss
Thompson and which is around 80 years old. There were some
excellent questions put to the ‘exhibitors’ about their toys and this
really brought to life this term’s History topic.
Another busy week has flown by in Year 2, and the hot topic of
conversation this week amongst the children has been their amazing Tudor Houses and our class
assembly. We enjoyed discussing each child’s house and how they made it, and the boys and girls
have been proudly showing them to any visitors who have been into our classrooms. The children
worked so hard to prepare for our class assembly and really delivered on Wednesday morning;
thank you for coming to watch and support them. In Maths this week we have been looking at
properties of 3D shapes, using mathematical terms such as vertices and faces, and have been
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practising telling the time. Please do encourage your child to practise this at home too, to
support them with this skill. In English, as well as working on their phonics and grammar skills,
the children have been finishing their non-fiction books on penguins, and are excited to share
their final product with each other soon.

Well done to all the children who took part in the cross country fixture at The Royal on
Thursday, a super effort by all. It is fantastic to see the boys and girls performing so well in
sport. However, I would like to politely remind parents that we do want the children to arrive
at school in their school uniform and to change for Games lessons in class.
Mrs Hillery

NOTES FROM MRS HILLERY – HEAD OF EYFS
The Nursery children have continued the learn about ‘Winter’. They have been practising their
independence skills by learning to put on their coat in the cold weather. They have also been
printing Valentine hearts for their loved ones. On Thursday, the children had great fun bouncing
snowballs on the parachute.
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In Kindergarten this week, the children have been very busy indeed! To
celebrate Valentine’s Day next week, they have decorated beautiful love
hearts with sparkles, glitter and sequins, and also practised their
threading skills. As part of this terms topic ‘Our Skills’, the children have
spent time discussing what they are good at doing. It’s been lovely to hear
the children talk themselves, and be encouraged to describe themselves
in a positive way. Then, using the iPad, they took pictures of all the things
they are good doing around Kindergarten.
If your son / daughter is in Kindergarten, please sign up to see your child’s
key person for our parent consultations. The list is in KP cloakroom.
Reception have enjoyed a range of fiction books, related to our topic. The
Rainbow Bear by Michael Morpurgo is a lovely book, which provoked
discussions as to what we would dream or wish for. We went on to relate
this to last week’s learning about climate change, and the children wrote
down some beautiful wishes for our planet and the polar regions.
The children loved Big Fuzzy by Caroline Castle; a story about a brave
Inuit girl and a mischievous polar bear. We looked at how speech bubbles
are used in books, and the children gave ideas for their own speech
bubbles for the characters in this story.
As we are drawing to the end of this half term, we have been remembering
all of the facts that we have learnt about the Polar Regions - from igloo
making to the Northern Lights, from Polar animals to life in the Arctic for
the Inuit. The children worked well to create their own posters, and
shared interesting facts all about this topic.
We have had great fun being scientists,
understanding why it is that Polar Bears can stay warm in such freezing
conditions. We learnt about their thick protective fur, as well as the
thick layer of fat that keeps them warm. We tried and tested this
understanding, using frozen water and ice. The children placed one bare
hand in the ice and one hand that was covered in a fatty 'glove', showing
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them how much warmer it was with that extra protective layer. In Maths we have been learning
how to measure using standard units. They were amazed by the size of a polar bear's paw print,
and we went on to measure it using our own feet. After discussing that we all have different
sized feet, the children have been busy drawing around their feet to see how many cubes long
they are. The measuring has not stopped there, as they have discovered objects in the
classroom of certain lengths, and they started to use comparative language.
We continue to enjoy music lessons with Mrs Wood, and the children have learnt some new songs,
and discovered the different note lengths in musical pieces. They have also been very busy
practising their spoken French, and understanding about French food names in their lessons
with Miss Hall.
Mrs Hillery
CELEBRATIONS
The following boys and girls were proud to be awarded a certificate for Pupil of the
Week:
RR – Ron - for creating a wonderful Polar Regions poster
RE –Buster -for fantastic independent writing in literacy. Buster created well thought out
sentences, and used his phonic knowledge to support his spelling.
1GS – Willow - for excellent WOW words and greater independence with written work
1H – Luna - for reading so confidently and well
2B – Henry - for excellent effort and focus in Maths
2P – Ben -for an excellent penguin book and always demonstrating a positive attitude to learning

CURRICULUM INFORMATION
ART
We have exciting news! Our entry for The David Shepherd Global Canvas
Children’s Art Competition has been selected for entry into the final!
This is an annual art contest encouraging collaboration and creativity to
display thought and concern for our planet’s environment. This year the
theme was ‘Endangered’. Each year, the competition receives incredible
and insightful creative displays from all over the world. St Hilary’s won
two years ago and we are absolutely thrilled to be in the final again, at
The Natural History Museum, in March.
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Well done to Year 4 and 5 who created our fabulous art installation ‘Fragile
Forest’. Pupils were initially concerned about the plight of the orangutan,
but group discussions led to the realisation that the entire eco-system of
the rainforest is under threat.
The sculpture was made from recycled materials, where possible. The
rainforest tree trunks were formed out of disused carpet rolls, with the
addition of papier-mâché and wire. Yarns were then wrapped around to
reflect the vibrant colours found in the rainforest. Animals and insects have
been created out of newspaper covered in mod roc and painted carefully to
reveal texture. Lianas were made by plaiting fabric and winding with yarn. Fun Art Club have
made a forest textile hanging by using cold wax and fabric dye. An amazing team effort. Well
done everyone!

MATHS
As part of our post-exam work, our Year 6 girls have been
compiling their own independent projects this week, based
on famous Mathematicians. They have chosen a wide variety
of subjects from Mary Cartwright to Alan Turing, from
Fibonacci to Blaise Pascal. It has been wonderful to listen to
the girls’ marvel at the facts and information they have
uncovered, as well as the maths that these inspirational
figures have given us.
Mrs Brown
Head of Mathematics

MUSIC
We are all very excited about the upcoming Ensemble Concert next Wednesday. We will be
hearing from a number of musical ensemble groups and the senior and junior choirs. Indeed, it
promises to be a very special occasion with over eighty children taking part in this event. Thanks
to those who have booked in advance. We have a limited number of seats remaining – please
contact the office to enquire should you wish to book to attend.
Mr Walsh
Director of Music
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DRAMA AND PERFORMING ARTS
GODALMING FESTIVAL
Dear parents,
We have 55 pupils taking part in the Godalming Festival next month. I have today received
information regarding the times that our pupils will be seen at Godalming Festival. These will
be sent to you shortly.
With best wishes,
Mr Parton
Director of Performing Arts

SPORTS NEWS
St Hilary’s Sport department have had a fantastic and busy week of Sport with over a hundred
and forty pupils taking part in fixtures against other schools across three different sports. The
week started with the U10 A-D team traveling to GHS for what is always an enjoyable and
challenging fixture. With lots of U10s absent from school many of the girls played up a team
and performed very well. Tuesday was a busy Games’ afternoon for U8 with both Tag Rugby and
Netball matches against Greenfield and Halstead Prep schools. The netball teams have improved
so much over the term and our match experience is clearly showing when we play Netball now.
The boys are going from strength to strength in their Tag Rugby this term and played an
excellent couple of games against Greenfield. The boys demonstrated excellent speed scoring
lots of tries. On Wednesday it was the turn of the U11’s to play in one of their most competitive
matches of the year against a very strong Halstead. A huge well down to the U11C team for an
excellent draw against a strong Halstead team. The week finished with an excellent Cross
Country event at The Royal. Our Wednesday Cross-Country Club is paying off and St Hilary’s
yellow colours were out in front in nearly every race looking so strong and in their stride. St
Hilary’s teams finished in the top three in every category and we won individual Gold in nearly
every category. A fantastic afternoon of running. What a week!!
Friday 31st January
Year 2 set off on their first rugby fixture of the year to Longacre School. It was a lovely
afternoon and it was great seeing all the children running around in their colourful boots with
smiles on their faces. The parents came out in force to cheer on all the boys and girls. Everyone
had a fantastic time and did St Hilary’s and themselves proud. The afternoon ended with the
biggest sausage roll you will ever see, which all the children loved.
Mr Jones
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Monday 3rd February
U10A-D Netball v GHS
U10A
Score: 11-2 (W)
Captain: Grace
Most Valuable Player: Florence
On a rainy overcast afternoon we arrived at GHS for a netball
tournament. The team missing many players due to illness, but with Flo
and Lily still confident that we were more than ready to have a great game.
At halftime we were 6-1 in the lead the defenders did a great job against
a tall goal shooter, the midfield intercepted and fed the attackers
who continued to keep the goals coming.
The final score was 11-2 and we were all very proud of our afternoon’s
work.
Thanks to Mrs McGuigan, Miss Hall, Miss Higgins for coaching us, Dave
for driving and the parents for cheering us on.
The team Zofia GD , Grace C(Captain), Rosie GA, Flo WA, Sofia GS, Lily WD, Emily GD
By Grace H
U10B
Score: 5-1 (L)
Most Valuable Player: Yasmin

U10C
Score: 5-2 (L)
Most Valuable Player: Clara

U10D
Score: 2-0 (L)
Captain: Chloe
Most Valuable Player: Chloe
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Tuesday 4th February
U8 Girls Netball v Halstead
On Tuesday we had a netball match against Halstead. We had a joyful
start for nearly every team. Everyone did well including the other
school. It was quite a close call for both teams because every single
person was great at attacking and defending at all in the different jobs
in netball. It was an amazing match and a good tea. Thanks to the dinner
ladies!
By Lydia

Yellow 1
Score: 5-1 (W)
Captain: Amelia M
Most Valuable Player: Amelia M

Black 1
Score: 3-1 (W)
Captain: Lydia
Most Valuable Player: Poppy

Yellow 2
Score: 7-0 (L)
Captain: Bronwyn
Most Valuable Player: Isabella

Black 2
Score: 2-1 (L)
Captain: Mimi
Most Valuable Player: Katie
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U8 Boys Tag Rugby v Greenfield
Score: Draw
On Tuesday we had our second rugby match against Greenfield. We scored quite a lot of tries.
I think we should make our passes quicker and I think we should pass more often and not to the
same person every time. The tea was good- we had sausage rolls, a cake and sandwiches.
By Zachary
The U8 boys are continuing to go from strength to strength
with their tag rugby this term. It was great to see them
playing with greater confidence and smiles on their faces. The
afternoon’s weather was kind to us, and the parents were
gathering across the school with lots of U8 sport on
display. The boys played two twenty-minute games with lots
of running rugby and tries on display. Their support play and
speed of pass improved throughout the afternoon which
allowed our speedsters, Hongming, Edward and Eddie to score plenty of tries. The teacher from
Greenfield commented on Eddie’s neat footwork at pace and how tricky he was to tag. It was
honors even on the score board to both St Hilary’s and Greenfield after the teachers agreed
they had lost count of the number of tries scored by both teams across the afternoon!
Most Valuable Player for the afternoon was Eddie. Congratulations!
Mr Fairbairn
Wednesday 5th February
U11 A-C Netball v Halstead
U11A
Score: 17-2 (L)
Captain: Ella
Most Valuable Player: Lily C
On Wednesday 5th February, Year 5 had an A-C netball match against
Halstead. Both B teams played extremely well, but Halstead came out on
top with an excellent score of 11-5 to them. Everyone played brilliantly
and Bea was player of the match. We would like to thank the sports department for organising
this fun event, and the parents for coming to watch and withstand the cold English weather.
By Daisy W
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U11B
Score: 11-5 (L)
Captain: Daisy We
Most Valuable Player: Bea
U11C
Score: 3-3
Captain: Honour
Most Valuable Player: Alexandrina

Mrs McGuigan

FRIENDS OF ST HILARY’S NEWS
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WEEK’S MENU FOR w/c 10th February
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